Introduction
The purpose of the present paper is to study analytic singularities of solutions to mixed type boundary value problems in the exterior domain of a corner. In particular, we prove that the cone of diffracted singularities is produced by an incident ray which hits the corner. This phenomenon has been observed without proof by J.-B. Keller in his geometrical theory of diffraction [II] , where he conjectured that his diffracted ray method does yield the leading terms in the asymptotic expansions of solutions of diffraction problems. In this paper, we shall give a proof to his observation in the analytic category.
Let M be a real analytic manifold. Let Q^, Q^ ^e op^1 1 subsets of M given by (pi >0, cp2>0 respectively for real-valued OMunctions (pi, cp^ with ^cpi Aafcp^O. Let
Q=OiUQ2-
To every hyperfunction u defined on'Q is associated the closed conic subset SSo(^) of T^X, with X being a complex neighborhood of M; this set is called the boundary analytic wavefront set of u (which was introduced by P. Schapira [19] , [20] , [21] ). The singular spectram (or the analytic wavefront set) SS (u) of u over Q is a closed conic subset of Qx^T^X and the equality SS^(u) C}n~1 (Q)=SS(^) holds, where TI:T^X-^M.
[C/. 2.4 for the definition of the set SS^ (u).]
The main purpose of this paper is to prove the following "propagation" and "condensation" results of analytic singularities at a corner. Let Q=QiU^2 ^e as above; set K = M\Q, No = { x e M (pi (x) = (p^ (x) = 0}. Let P = P (x, D) be a differential operator with analytic coefficients on M with principal symbol /=/(z, Q. Let peT^X with 7i(/?)eNo. Assume 
-Z^r u be a hyper function solution on Q. to the differential equation Pu=0. If b~(p)^SS(u) and if b~ {q) U SS(u)=0 for every qeCp\{p] close to p, then p e SS^ (u) and b + (p) c SS (u).
THEOREM 0.2.-Let u be as in Theorem 0.
If p e SS^ (u)\SS (u)C\b~ (p), then there is a neighborhood Cp(o) ofp in Cp such that Cp (s) c SS^ (u) and b + (q) c: SS (u) for allqeC^).
Theorem 0.1 asserts that an isolated singularity ofu propagates beyond the corner along the bicharacteristic curve. On the other hand, Theorem 0.2 proves the appearance of diffracted rays at the corner. These theorems are proved in Section 6 (6.2 and 6.3).
In Section 7, we shall apply Theorems 0.1 and 0.2 to the Dirichlet problem in the region Q for a second order differential operator P of real principal type. Preparing a lemma of the reflection of singularities at the corner (cf. 7.2.2), we prove (cf. 7.3.2 for the precise statement): THEOREM 0.3. -Let u be a solution to the mixed type Dirichlet boundary value problem for P in Q. If u has a single incoming singularity "in general position" at the corner, then u has the outgoing singularities forming the cone of diffracted rays.
The argument used there clarifies the microlocal geometrical aspect of diffraction problems, and this gives a proof to Keller's geometrical theory [11] of diffraction by a corner from the standpoint of microlocal analysis. Cf. also the work of Cheeger and Taylor [I], Rouleux [14] , Varrenne [27] for diffraction of a simple progressing wave on a Riemannian manifold by a conical singularity {cf. 7.3.4).
Our method is based on the theory of ^A|X of R Schapira ([19] , [20] , [21] ), which has been propounded as a framework for microlocal study of boundary value problems in a general domain (possibly with non smooth boundary). Summarizing some generalities of sheaves in Section 1, we make a short review on this general theory in Section 2. Cf. also, e.g., the work of Kataoka [7] , [8] , [10] , Schapira [17] to [20] , Sjostrand [23] for microlocal analysis in the analytic category of boundary value problems in domains with smooth boundary. Section 3 is a supplement to the general theory of ^A|X-e SERIE -TOME 25 -1992 -N° 1   DIFFRACTION BY A CORNER   49 In Section 4, we prove the injectivity of a certain homomorphism induced from inclusion of open subsets; this will be used in the proofs of Theorems 0.1 and 0.2. This section actually constitutes the central part of the proof of diffraction.
Section 5 is a preparatory section to the succeding sections. In Section 6, we prove Theorems 0.1 and 0.2. In Section 7, we state Theorem 0.3 in precise form and prove it by applying Theorems 0.1 and 0.2.
The main results of this paper have been announced in [26] . The author would like to thank P. Schapira and K. Kataoka. Not only is this work based on the theory of ^x °f P-Schapira for the framework, but also the proof of Theorem 3.1 has been completed on his suggestion. The author also benefitted much from discussions with K. Kataoka at a preliminary stage of this work. The author must thank A. Kaneko for pointing out Keller's paper. Finally, the author would like to express his sincere gratitude to H. Komatsu for his constant encouragement.
Generalities of microlocal study of sheaves
Let X be a C°°-manifold, n: T* X -> X its cotangent bundle. D (X) denotes the derived category of the category of complexes of sheaves of C-vector spaces on X, and D^ (X) denotes the full subcategory consisting of complexes with bounded cohomologies. In this section we recall some basic notions of microlocal study of sheaves; refer to [6] for the details. For a subset S of X and x e X, we set N,(S)=T,X\C,(X\S;S), N;(S)={OeT;?X|<e,z;>^0 for all z;eN,(S)}.
We denote by N*(S) the union of N^(S)(xeX), which is a closed convex conic subset of T* X and called the conormal cone to S in X.
1.2. The constant sheaf on X is denoted by Cx. For a locally closed subset A of X, we set CA = i\ i~1 Cx with i: A c^ X.
1.3. For an object F of D b (X), SS(F) denotes the microsupport of F due to Kashiwara-Schapira [6] , which is by definition, roughly speaking, the set of codirections of X in which codirections F does not propagate. The microsupport SS (F) is a closed conic involutive subset of T* X.
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M. UCHIDA Let K be a closed subset of X. K is said to be C^convex (l^a^oo) at x if K is convex for a choice of local C^-coordinates of X in a neighborhood of x. Let M be a closed submanifold of X, (p : M -> X the embedding. Let p and m be the natural maps associated with (p: T*M^-Mx^T*X^^T*X.
In particular, SS((p^G) is T^X-invariant.
COROLLARY 1.4. -Let Q be an open subset ofM; let T^X= SS (C^). Then
T^XczTup-^Qx^N^Qn.
1.4. Let M be a closed submanifold of X. Sato's microlocalization along M is denoted by j^O^) -^(T^X). Refer to Sato-Kawai-Kashiwara [15] , chap. 1, and Kashiwara-Schapira [6] , chap. 2, for its construction and fundamental properties.
There is also the bifunctor (cf. [6] ) \ Uhom: D^ (X)° x D^ (X) -^ D^ (T* X), which possesses the following properties: For /?eT*X, we denote by D^X;^) the localization of D^X) by the null system {GeOb(D b (X))|7^SS(G)}. It follows from (1.3) that if G^ and G^ are isomorphic in D^X;/?), then ahom(Gi, F) and ahom (G2, F) are isomorphic in a neighborhood of p.
Review on the theory of C\|x
Let M be a real analytic manifold of dimension n, X a complex neighborhood of M, n: T* X -> X the cotangent bundle of X. We use the following notations for sheaves:
(9^\ ^e sheaf of holomorphic functions on X; ja^M: the sheaf of real analytic functions on M (= 0^ |^); : ^e sheaf of Sato's hyperfunctions on M;
M: the sheaf of Sato's microfunctions on Tj^X; Q)^. the sheaf of rings of differential operators of finite order on X; x^ the sheaf of rings of microdifferential operators of finite order on T* X. Refer to Sato-Kawai-Kashiwara [15] for the definitions and fundamental properties of ^ ^x. <^x-<y also [4] , [22] . We denote by D^TC" 1 ^x) ^ derived category of the category of complexes of n~1 ^^-modules with bounded cohomologies.
Let A be a locally closed subset of M. Following Schapira ([19] , [20] ), we define an object ^|x of D& ( 7C ~1 ^x) (
with or^ix being the relative orientation sheaf of M in X. In particular, for A=M, M|X ls nothing but the sheaf ^ of Sato's microfunctions.
In [19] and [20] , by using the functorial definition (2.1), a general framework is set up for microlocal study of boundary value problems. In this section we quickly recall the notations and results in the theory of ^ix- Remark. -The d^-module ^K|X was ^l rst introduced in a different way by Kataoka ([7] , [8] , [9] ) in the case where K is a closed half-space of M with C^-boundary. The functorial definition (2.1) is due to Schapira ([19] , [20] Remark. -There is a topological boundary value morphism CN®CON|M -> ^ wherê NiM^^NiMt""^]-Schapira [19] Let ^er(Q, ^^). We set SS^(^)=supp(oc(^)); this set is a closed conic subset ofT^X and called the boundary analytic wavefront set of u. Let Mer(Q, ^om^^M, ^yS). We set SS^f (u) = supp (a (u)), which is a closed conic subset of T^ X n Char (^). This implies that the analytic wavefront set of the boundary value of a hyperfunction solution to M does not change on the fibre of x when one deforms the boundary (cf. also Kataoka [10] , Lebeau [13] ).
The theory of C^ | x (
2 )
This section is a supplement to te preceding section; we prove a basic property of the sheaf ^K i x ^o r a C^-convex closed subset K of M.
3.1. Let M, X be as in Section 2. Let K be a closed C^-convex subset of M and let T^X denote the microsupport of C^. Let ^K|X be the sheaf of microfunctions along T^X due to Schapira ([19] , [20] ): ^ | x = ^n (^hom (CK, ^x))®^ ( c /-a^o Kataoka [7] , [8] , [9] ; cf. Sect. 2.1).
Let xeK. Let (T^ M), = (T^ X),/(T^ X),; then (T^M),c=T^M. Let N be a 0°-submanifold of M with x e N such that T^N={z;eT^M|<9,z;>=0 for all9e(T^M)^}, Y the complexification of N in X. For jpeT^XFU" 1 OO, denote by ^p the fibre passing through p of the composition
The fibre ^fp is defined independently of a choice of N and called be p-leaf of T^X passing through p (cf. [26] , Sect. 2.1). Note that ^p<^n~1 (x). 
4^^^ -TOME 25 -1992 -N° 1
To prove the theorem, we may assume that K is a closed convex subset of M = 1R". Let xeK. Let {^i, . . ., ^} be a set of linearly independent vectors of (T^M)^, and set L={x'eU n \(x f -x, ^>^0 (V7'e{l, . . ., d})}. Then we easily see that K<=L, and we have the following two lemmas:
Sketch of Proof (cf. [19] ). -By the trick of a dummy variable due to Kashiwara and for a choice of affine coordinate system (x^ . . ., x^) of IR", we may assume that M= IR", L={xi^0, . . ., x^0](d<n), K=K'x R^ for a closed convex subset K' of IR"" 1 and we have only to prove the injectivity at /?=(0; QeT^X with Im^^O. Then, by using a quantized complex contact transformation (c/. [6] , chap. 11), the problem is reduced to the following:
Let z=x+(y(=(zi, . . ., z^)) be the affines coordinates ofC". Set Then, by using a quantized complex contact transformation, it is sufficient to prove that ^D has the unique continuation property in the variables (z^, ...,z^) on {ze 3D | ^i^O, ...,^^0}-^e ^all see this property in the variable z^ on {zeaD|^i^O,^.=^0 (j=2, .... ^)} for fixed y] ^0(/'=2, ...,rf). Let us set
and ^D' = ^D ' (^c")/^c" I^D'-Since D' <= D, ^ |^ n BD' -^ ^D' I^D n 00' is injective; therefore it is reduced to proving that ^^ has the unique continuation property in z^ on {ze9D' | ^i^O}, which is easy to see by using a local version of Bochner's tube theorem (cf. the proof of [18] , Theorem 2.1). Remark. -In the case where K has C^-boundary, Theorem 3.1 was first proved by Kataoka ([7] , [9] ) (c/. [7] , Prop. 1.8).
Proof of Theorem

3.2.
We give a few corollaries of Theorem 3.1. We shall refer to these results in Section 5.1 only in a very special case.
Let K be a closed C^-convex subset of M, Q = M\K.
PROPOSITION 3.2. -Let xeK and let Ji be a coherent Q) ^-module. Assume that there is a real-valued (^-function g on M mth g (x) = 0 satisfying:
(a-1) Kc={g^0} in a neighborhood of x; (a-2) considering g a holomorphic function on X, (x; ^g(x))^Char(^). Then we have:
Proof. -Let p e T^ X 0 Char (^) U TT -1 (x). Let ^^ be the p-leaf of Tg X passing through p. Let Z = { z e X | g (z) = 0 }, p : T* X x ^ Z ^ T* Z the natural projection; then p ^ P ~1 P (P) n T^ X by the very definition of J^,, and p ~1 p (p) U T^ X ^ {7?} in every neighborhood of 7?. On the other hand, since Z is noncharacteristic for M, P~1 P(^) Pi Char(^)={7?} in a neighborhood of/?. Let ^ e ^om^ (^, ^ | x)p? ^en supp (^) c= [p}. Hence it follows from Theorem 3.1 that u = 0. This completes the proof of (i). The second assertion follows immediately from the first one, by using the distinguished triangle (2.2). Proof. -Note that, since SS (u |n n u) c T^ M for a neighborhood \J of x, u is analytic on Q 0 U. By the assumption of existence of a C^-function g satisfying (a-1) and (a-2), the problem is reduced to the case K= [g^O}.
Let K={^0} with dg^O. Let FeO^D^X)). Then we have (cf. [6] and [19] )
R7c^hom(C^, F)^Rj^m(C^, F)^RF^(F). where F=Rc^ow^(^, ^Noix^^NolM-The left vertical arrow bv is factored as follows (c/. Sect. 2.3):
4 R r^ x n Tn X R -^W^x (^' ^No I x)®OrN, |M [2] .
Here H°(^) is injective by Proposition 2.4, and so is H 0^) by Lemma 2.5; therefore, since WRj^om^^, ^Q|x)=° O'<0). the map H^Rr^U, b^ °b^ |c ) is also injective. Hence it is sufficient to prove the inject! vity of the map Rr^u.sl^iHKu.Rr^^o^^o^^-^HK^RroF). (^[f=0] onto (V^. Thus it follows the division theorem of microdifferential operators for microfunctions with holomorphic parameters (cf. [3] , [5] , [15] ) that there is an isomorphism
where ^^^(plO^^^y -x®^^! 0^^ which is a coherent ^Y^odule on (V^. Since every section of ^N()|Y has the variable ^ as a holomorphic parameter ( c /- [3] . 
The complex C^ | x for the exterior domain Q of a corner
Henceforth we shall work on a fixed real analytic manifold M of dimension n and use the notations prepared in Section 2. __ N. Sketch of Proof. -The first part is already proved in Corollary 2.2. Let K^=M\H. O'=l, 2); then it follows from Proposition 2.1 that ^KIXJTMX ^d ^Ki\x\-r^x O^L 2) are subsheaves of ^^. It is sufficient for the second part to prove that, at peT^X, (5.3) ^K|x^=^K,ix^n^K2|x,p in B y using a quantized complex contact transformation (cf. [6] , chap. 11), the problem is reduced to the following:
Let z=x-\-iy(=(z^ . . ., z^)) be the affine coordinates of C". Set (Ca^ l)j9eAo. -Since SS(C^\No) H Ao=0, C^ and C^ are isomorphic in D^X; 7?); therefore the ^x"homomorphism ^01 x "^ ^K [ x ls an isomorphism in a neighborhood of j9 \cf. (1.3) Hence the injectivity to be proved is equivalent to that of the last horizontal arrow, which is a conclusion of Proposition 2.1 since p3(/?)eTg ¥3.
(Case 2) peA^ UA^. -Let peA^. Since N3 is tangent to N^, by replacing ^3 with a smaller one, we may assume that 030=0^. Then we have the decomposition of the morphism P = Pi ° ^^'.
i^ Ĥ°R jfom^(^,^|x). 1 Set N^NiUK. Since SS(CK^NI-) nAi" =0, CK and CN,-are isomorphic in D^ (X; 7?); therefore ^r l x ^ ^K | x ln a neighborhood of p. Thus, in the same way as in Case 1, the injectivity of P^ is reduced to that of the homomorphism of sheaves on T^Yi :^Nf |YI ITN Yi -^Nr On the other hand, it follows from Proposition 2.6 that Pi in inject! ve, which achieves the proof. Let po:YoXxT*X^T*Yo. Let ^=^ ^x,p®^x ®^M\. Then, since YQ is noncharacteristic for M, M^ is an ^y^^^^-mod^e of finite type and the division theorem of microdifferential operators gives the isomorphism Remark. -The boundary value problems for elliptic systems-are systematically studied by Kashiwara-Kawai [3] , and Corollary 5.6 is just one of the conclusions from their main theorem. But here we are stressing the fact that the noncharacteristic condition of YQ makes the problem trivial outside T^ X. Remark. -The first (resp. second) condition of (6.4) on/is not necessary to prove injectivity of the restriction homomorphism from Q to Q^ (resp. Q^)-
In particular we have Proof. -Suppose that /?^SS^(M), and we shall see the contradiction. Since q^SS^(u) for every qeEp close to p with ^7^, it follows from Proposition 5.1 that q^SS^(u). This implies that u belongs to the stalk of the subsheaf r^(H°R^m^Cjr, ^nix)^)-Then, by Theorem 6.2, we have u=0, which is a contradiction.
PROPAGATION BEYOND A CORNER OF ANALYTIC SINGULARITIES.
-We apply Corollary 6.3 to the case where the bicharacteristic curve of/passing through p is transversal to a corner.
Let pe^Q x^T^X. Let / be a homogeneous holomorphic function defined in a neighborhood ofp with/(^)=0. Let Ji be a coherent ^ ^-module and assume (6.1)-(6.4). Denote by H^ the real Hamiltonian vector field of g == Im / on (T* X, Re co). We assume moreover
where dn: T^T*X-^T^X and C(K;No) is the normal cone of K along No (cf. 1.1). Let b ± (p) denote the positive (resp. negative) integral curve of H^ issued from p. Condition (6.5) implies that, roughly speaking, b ± (p) issues into Q transversally to the corner K (cf. Fig. 6.1 ).
b-(p) Remark. -When u is a hyperfunction solution to M defined on 0, SS (u \ Q) is nothing but the singular spectrum (i. e. the analytic wavefront set) of u over Q. 
~ (p) cz SS (u | Q) and if b~(q)(^SS(u\Q)^0 for neighborhood Cp(s) ofp in Cp and for every qeCp(£)\{p], then p e SS^ (u) and b + (p) cz SS (u [ Q).
Proo/. -This is an interpretation of Corollary 6.3 by using the theorem of propagation of regularity up to the smooth boundaries N^, N^ (cf. Kataoka [7] , Schapira [16] , [17] ).
This theorem asserts that an "isolated" singularity p of u propagates up to the corner and goes beyond the corner along the bicharacteristic curve b (p).
6.3. DIFFRACTION BY A CORNER. -Let ? £ NQ x^T^X. Let/, ^ and ^(j?) be as in 6.2. Note that n^ (j?))c=0^ (resp. Q^) if and only ifn(b~ (/?))c=Q^(resp. Q^).
As a corollary of Lemma 6.1, we have the following theorem which proves the appearance of diffracted rays at the corner of K (cf. Fig. 6.2) .
SS(u|Q)nb""(p)=0 and peSS^(u)
Set again C^=E^U{/=0}. Let x e No Pi N3, p e T^ X Ft TT" 1 (x). Let / be a homogeneous holomorphic function on T*X defined in a neighborhood ofp with/Cp)=0. Assume Let po : T* X x x Yo -^ T* Y() be the natural projection. We then set
Cy is a nonsingular curve in a neighborhood of/? passing through p, since {/, (pa } T^O.
Let M be a coherent ^x' 1110^!^ defined in a neighorhood of x and assume that ¥3 is non characteristic for J(. Then we have: Remark. -The above theorem will be applied in the forthcoming paper to the problem of continuation of analytic solutions to differential equations.
Application to Dirichlet problems
Let QI = {(pi >0}, 0^ = {q>2 >0} be a pair of open subsets of M given by C^-functions (pi and (p2 with <Api A rfq^ 7^0; let 0=0^ U ^2 ( c / ^ • 1)' ^e follow the notations of 5.1.
7.1. ASSUMPTIONS AND NOTATIONS. -Let P=P(x, D) be a second order differential operator with analytic coefficients with principal symbol /. We shall always assume that each of Y^ and Y^ is non characteristic for P and (7.1) Im/|TSX=0.
Let pj : T*X x ^Yj-> T*Y^. (/'=0, 1,2) be the natural projection.
Let ^eT^Yo; set E (qo) = po 1 (qo) 0 T^ X, which is an affme plane in T^ X 0 TI; ~1 (TI; (^o))-Considering that/1 E (qo) is a polynomial of degree two, we assume moreover that
Henceforth we fix qo throughout.
Let H^ denote the real Hamiltonian vector field of^=Im/on (T*X, Re®), and let Z?
1 (p) denote the positive (resp. negative) integral curve of H^ issued from peC. Set
for k ==1, 2. C is divided into four regions C°[ H C|(a= ±, (3= ±) by four points of DI UD^ (cf. 7^. 7.1). Every point of Ci-U C^-(resp. C^ U C^^) corresponds to an incoming (resp. outgoing) singularity at the corner on E(^o); i.e., if peC"[ U C^ (oc= ±), then b^ (p) is transversal to K and n (b^ (p)) c Q.
For ^eC, we denote by p^ (^=1,2) the reflected point of p with respect to N^, L^., the point of C satisfying p^1 ^^(p) C\ C={p, p^] (cf. Fig. 7.2 ). Observe that D^={7?eC p=p(k)] and^eC^ if and only if ^eC^ (^= 1, 2). 
-axis^2
\=^(4^x®^).
We have the following chain of C-linear maps: Remark. -Let u be a hyperfunction solution to P defined on 0. Denote by u \ t he first trace of u\^ on N^ as a hyperfunction (cf. [8] , [10] , [12] , [16] , [17] Proof. -We shall prove (i). Let v = bv (u \ o^) be the image of u |^ by the second map of (7.3), w the image ofv by the third map; then wer(pi(E(^o)); ^w^(J^\, ^N1)). and u |^Q is the image of w by the fourth map.
Assume that u\^=0 at a point p^ of V. Since u\^=0 at (^o'^DeU", we have w=0 at pi(^). Let Gi=Ni\3iQ; which is a closed subset of N^ with C^-boundary No. We then have the short exact sequence is injective. Since M |^ = 0 on U ~ and w = 0 on pi (E (^o)), the injectivity of (7.4) implies that u \^ = 0 at any point p^ e L^. This completes the proof.
7.3. DIFFRACTION BY A CORNER OF INCIDENT RAYS. -As an application of Theorems 6.4 (or 6.3) and 6.5, we prove that a cone of diffracted rays is produced when a single ray hits the corner or when finitely many rays hit the corner simultaneously. . ^n | x) in a neighborhood of C (or a hyperfunction solution to P defined on Q). Assume that u satisfies the microlocal boundary condition (7.6) 4^=0 onpi(C) and u\^=0 onp^C).
Remark. -In the case where u is a hyperfunction solution to P on D, (7.6) is fulfilled in particular if u satisfies the boundary condition 
Remark. -Let C be given by (7.5) with G^QTI. Then, for any nonempty finite subset Z of Ci~ U C^", there exists peZ such that Rp 0 (C^ U C2)^Z. Proof. -Let p' eC^ 0 C^. Since ^+ (7?') is transversal to each of N^ and N3, and n(b + (p'))<^0.^ (^\Q.^ it follows from'the theorem of propagation of regularity up to smooth boundary (c/., e.g., [7] , [16] , [17] ) that, for ^=1, 2, p'eSS^(u) if and only if b + (//) c= SS (M | Q). This completes the proof.
Since Theorem 7.2 is a special case of Theorem 7.3, it is sufficient to prove Theorem 7.3. Assertions (i) and (ii) of Theorem 7.3 are equivalent by the theorem of propagation of microanalyticity up to smooth boundary (cf. e.g., [7] , [16] , [17] ).
Proof of Theorem 7.3. -Let Z be a finite subset of C^UC^". Assume c,-nss^(^)=c,-nz (^=1,2). set z^zu^ nss^^uo^ nss^)).
Step 1. -Suppose zn(cruc2-)=z, Then, for any p e Z, R^ c= 2 by (a-2). Hence Rp U (Ci~ U C^) c: Z n (Ci" U C^) = Z by (a-1); this is a contradiction to the assumption of the theorem. Thus we may assume one of the following:
(b-i) zn(Ci-uc2-)^z.
(b-2) there exists p e Z such that {p^, p^} ^ Z.
Step 2 Remark. -The argument used above is not restricted to the case where C is an ellipse nor to the case of second order differential equations. One can get an analogous result for higher order differential equations by imposing many enough boundary conditions. where 8^ is Dirac's 8-function on M' supported at XoeQ,'. This is one of the typical cases to which the result of 7.3.2 is applicable (cf. Fig. 7 .5 for diffraction by a corner of a simple progressing curvilinear wave). Cf. Cheeger-Taylor [I], Rouleux [14] , Varrenne [27] ; their results (determination of the locus of singularities of the fundamental solution to the considered mixed problem) give an estimate from above to the singularities of a general solution for any initial data, but they do not seem to treat the diffraction of a single incident ray by a corner.
Remark. -It is not proved in our situation that there are no other singularities than the incident rays and the diffracted rays (cf. the results of [I], [14] , [27] , etc.); it is in fact possible in a certain case to construct a solution having singularities on a "diffracted cone" with no incident rays. (The author is grateful to G. Lebeau for kindly suggesting this construction.)
